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Industry 4.0 lowers initial costs –
The new servo pump version relies on
self-regulating function settings

nents and solutions to enable the
smart digitization and networking
of machines and systems. We already offer the necessary connections and interfaces today, thus
providing the infrastructure for Industry 4.0.
In addition to traditional solutions,
Baumüller also provides support
with the use of digital twins and
simulations. This allows for futureproof development.

Dear readers,
”To stand still is to move backwards” – this was the life motto of
my father Günter Baumüller. Under
his leadership, the enterprise grew
from a local company to a globally active, independent group of
companies. The company development and the succession were both
carried out with vision. That‘s why
my sister and I have worked in the
group management for years as
partners. As the managing partner
and CEO, I have been fully responsible since 2009 for the successful
family-owned group in its third
generation. Günter Baumüller
passed away after a brief illness on
October 02, 2017. You can read his
obituary on page 3.
Industry 4.0 is not just a buzzword. It brings additional benefits
in every phase of value creation.
Networking and digitalization generate useful transparency of the
available resources, enabling optimization of processes and service.
With our main topic of ”Enabling
Industry 4.0,” we make it clear that
Baumüller uses intelligent compo-
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Together with you, we generate
new and expanded business models across the entire machine life
cycle, from project planning and
engineering, to commissioning and
operation, through to the servicing
of the machines and systems. Read
more on page 9.
I wish you a good start to the new
year in 2018 and hope you will enjoy reading this issue.

Andreas Baumüller,
Managing Partner of the Baumüller
Group
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System expertise
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New film bag machine
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GÜNTER
BAUMÜLLER
HAS PASSED
AWAY
Günter Baumüller, managing director of Baumüller
Holding, passed away on October 02, 2017 surrounded
by his family after a short but serious illness. He was 77
years old. Günter Baumüller was until his death actively
involved in the company’s activities through his role on
the board of advisors, and held honorary positions with
numerous committees and trade associations.

expanded it to become one of the leading suppliers of
electrical automation and electric drive systems. Intelligent system solutions for mechanical engineering
and E-Mobility are developed at six manufacturing
locations and over forty subsidiaries worldwide. Günter
Baumüller expanded the company in the mechanical
engineering sector to become one of the world’s leading automation providers.

GLOBALLY ACTIVE INDEPENDENT GROUP OF COMPANIES
VOLUNTARILY COMMITTED
Under his leadership, the Baumüller firm grew from a
local company to a global, independent group of companies. Today, Baumüller employs over 1,800 people.
It is based in Nuremberg.
His children Karin Baumüller-Söder and Andreas Baumüller have been involved with the group’s management as shareholders for many years. Back in 2009,
Andreas Baumüller took over responsibility for the entire Baumüller group in his role as managing partner
and CEO. Consequently, Günter Baumüller passed over
all responsibility to his son many years ago and then
played an active role on the board of advisors. Together with his sister Karin Baumüller-Söder, Andreas
Baumüller is continuing to actively manage and develop the company.
Günter Baumüller was born in 1940 in Nuremberg. He
took over the company from his parents in 1973 and
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In addition to his official duties, he was also committed to his honorary positions. Günter Baumüller was
for many years a director of the Zentralverband Elektrotechnik- und Elektroindustrie. e.V. (ZVEI). It was there
that he was awarded the Golden Badge of Honor. He was
vice president of the Nuremberg Chamber of Industry
and Commerce for Middle Franconia. Günter Baumüller
also contributed to the establishment of the Mechatronics course at the Friedrich Alexander University of
Erlangen-Nuremberg, and also the Mechatronics Studies
and Diploma Prize for particularly outstanding students. Günter Baumüller was an honorary senator at
the Technical University of Nuremberg. He was holder
of the Federal Cross of Merit and the state medal for
special services to the Bavarian economy.

Solutions

SYSTEM
EXPERTISE
BAGGED
Loop handle bags, carrying bags with punched
handles, plastic grocery bags, bread bags or trash
bags. These are just a couple of the examples
that can be produced with a film bag machine.
The Baumüller engineering specialists received
the order from the mechanical engineering company LEMO from Niederkassel to design a new,
cost-optimized, efficient and sustainable film
bag machine that also affords the manufacturer
maximum flexibility and quick commissioning in
the production process due to its modular structure. Depending on the end product, the machine
operator should then no longer have to purchase
more than the necessary machine modules. At
the same time, the machine should also achieve
optimal version handling for future orders and
achieve a higher throughput.
▲
Plastic grocery bags can also be produced on the new film bag machine from LEMO Maschinenbau GmbH. With the system engineering and
the entire automation departments, Baumüller has efficiently implemented the requirements of the mechanical engineering company for
modularity and work cycle increase I Image: Stepan Popov/fotolia

The use of plastic bags is now indispensable in any sector. There‘s no way past the bulk goods when it comes to
transport or re-packaging, no matter whether for food or
shipping, hygiene items or disposal. With its economical
and innovative systems for producing flexible film packaging, LEMO Maschinenbau GmbH from Niederkassel is one
of the world market leaders in this sector. Baumüller,
the specialist for drive and automation systems from
Nuremberg, has already been supplying LEMO with

components and assemblies for years. There were
several reasons for the decision to have the new film
bag machine designed by Baumüller engineering specialists and also have them completely automated
with Baumüller systems. Baumüller has been a reliable business partner of LEMO for years and also does
well with its many years of interdisciplinary engineering expertise and a multitude of realized tailor-made
complete solutions.
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▲
The film bag machine is automated by Baumüller engineering specialists and is equipped with a Baumüller complete system, from the
control unit to the drive

INCREASED EFFICIENCY DUE TO AN INTELLIGENT
OVERALL SOLUTION
The Baumüller specialists were able to meet LEMO‘s
desire for modularity and a work cycle increase with
the help of a new automatization concept. Among
other things, a modern and streamlined drive and control architecture was used for this purpose. This means
an integrated fieldbus system, minimum number of
devices and a reduced control structure. The control
cabinets were optimized and a future-proof communication structure was selected for the software.
The new film bag machine is based on a complete drive and automatization package from Baumüller with
control technology, machine visualization, control cabinet, b maXX converters and various motors. It was
possible to increase the work cycle thanks to the coordinated machine concept and the use of EtherCAT as
a universal fieldbus system. All of this was also done
while maintaining optimal production quality.
This led to a high cost efficiency. In addition, more
than 10 % higher productivity was achieved compared
to similar machines due to this conceptual design as
well as the standardization of versions through intelligent modularization.
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”Thanks to the comprehensive system expertise of the
Baumüller specialists, the
new film bag machine offers
the machine builders and
machine operators absolute
flexibility and has an optimal
price-performance ratio.”
Willi Fenninger, LEMO managing director and owner
LEMO co-owner and managing director Bernd Schlarp
adds, ”this gives our customers a future-proof and
cost-effective production system that is characterized
by the highest quality, the latest technology, energy
efficiency and the fastest production speed.”

INDUSTRY 4.0: STANDARDIZED MODULARITY AND
WEB-ENABLED MACHINE VISUALIZATION
It is self-evident that the new film bag machine is
”Industry 4.0-ready.” Thanks to the modular struc-

Solutions

ture of the new machine, it‘s no problem to switch
between different formats, such as loop handle bags,
plastic grocery bags, bread bags or trash bags. The base
machine has six drives in the minimal design and becomes an individualized customer machine through
expansions, depending on whether the machine modules for shape welding and stacking chain are required by the machine operator. If more modules are
installed than are required for a current production
process, optional slaves in the control help to temporarily disable the modules. The film bag machine can
thus be ordered in various versions for the machine
operator, despite the standardization.

handles are welded out. In the case of a welding bar,
the double layer film gets its actual bag shape through
separating welding. The separated bags are then transported on via the impeller and deposited in packets on
the stacking chain.
The control cabinet planned and produced by Baumüller has the control technology with the stackable servo
inverter series b maXX 5000, a b maXX PCC-04 industrial PC and a b maXX-safePLC. The b maXX-safePLC is
a combination of safety control and standard control
functionalities in one device.

The operation and monitoring of the new machine
is also future-proof and equipped for Industry 4.0.
Access via mobile end devices is therefore possible
with the web-enabled machine visualization.
Baumüller relies on an automated software parameterization so that the machine builders can quickly go
into series production without error and also no time
is lost in the event of service. The production and service concept is therefore another component in the
efficiency increase with respect to Industry 4.0.

▲
The print mark detection is one of the default features that are
already stored in the machine control system that reduces the
machine operator‘s programming effort

The machine is operated via a 17“ touchscreen monitor,
which is located on a movable support arm. A standard
browser is sufficient for the web-enabled machine
visualization so that additional license costs are saved.
The Baumüller app can also be used for remote access
through web-enabled end devices, such as tablets or
smartphones.
▲
Among other things, the control cabinet planned and produced
by Baumüller has the control technology with the stackable servo
inverter series b maXX 5000

COMPLETE AUTOMATION:
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE MADE BY BAUMÜLLER

Another machine feature is the different operation
modes that can also be chosen in the visualization. In
order to enable service activities, for example, transponders can be used to switch to up to four different
operation modes, each with different user permissions, via the machine visualization.

The film bag machine consists of several stations.These
stations begin with the unwinding and folding of the
film, whereby the original single-layer web of the film
roll is stretched as a double layer. The process continues
to the shape welding where, for example, carrying

The entire film bag machine is equipped with Baumüller motors. DSC1 motors are used with both welding
stations, the stacking chain and the impeller. The compact and high-torque DSC servomotors impress with a
higher torque density while simultaneously drastically
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The superordinate control unit uses the fieldbus communication to detect all participants of the system
and automatically includes them in the control project
configuration. The drive and control system is readyto-operate after the system initialization, which is
also determined via the machine modules that can be
selected or deselected in the visualization.

▲
The compact and high-torque DSC servomotors impress with a
higher torque density while simultaneously drastically reducing
the tree volume

reducing the tree volume. Both preferred stations with
register controls are driven with DSD servomotors, since an extremely dynamic braking and acceleration of
the respective motor is required here. The motors of
the DSD2 series impress with their high dynamics and
the best start-stop qualities. A three-phase current
synchronous motor with integrated electronics was installed as the third type of motor. The intelligent DSDI
drive has a very short type of construction and supports the modular machine design, since it does not
have to be connected to a separate converter.
With its application-specific technology modules,
among other things for register and dancer control,
Baumüller provides complete basic functions for the
film bag machine that reduce the programming effort
to a minimum for the mechanical engineer. The technology modules for the control units are acquired with
the appropriate runtime license. They can map both
simple movements as well as complex processes.

PRODUCTION AND SERVICE CONCEPT
AUTOMATES SOFTWARE PARAMETERIZATION
Baumüller allows for the automatic parameterization
of devices, modules and entire machines quickly and
without programming effort with its production and
service concept.
If a machine goes into series production, the machine builder thus has the ability to automate the entire
software parameterization. It is just like in the request
of service when a device must be replaced, automated
and parameterized according to the machine requirements. This concept also makes it possible to quickly
and flawlessly update the software of all machines of
a model that, for example, is in use worldwide on five
continents.
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One big advantage of the Baumüller concept is the
ability to rely on automatic programming, even when
it comes to machine versions. The maximum configuration of the machine series is stored in the system for
this purpose. Machine builders and machine operators
benefit from this solution both in the request of service for ongoing systems as well as commissioning new
machines.

CONCLUSION
The many years of expertise of the engineering specialists paired with a complete automation consisting of
hardware and software, and all of this from Baumüller from a single source, helped the machine builder
LEMO to achieve a consistent machine concept with
lean drive and control architecture for its new film bag
machine. The standardization of the versions through
intelligent modularization also led to a short time-tomarket.
The machine builder LEMO‘s requirement was to design
an economically efficient film bag machine where the
entire servo drive technology with motors and electronics comes from one manufacturer.
”This has advantages during commissioning and in
the request of service,” explains Mr. Fenninger. And
so Baumüller provides automation expertise, software
and hardware as well as a production and service
concept for the new film bag machine. With just one
contact partner and good project management for the
machine concept and the construction of the prototype, it was possible to already present the machine to
the customer after a short development time that was
future-proof and optimized for Industry 4.0.

Trends

ENGINEERING SERVICE:
DIGITAL TWIN
Baumüller enables faster time-to-market, higher
efficiency and quality in the development process
of the machine
Making machines and systems future-proof and ideal
for applications requires time, experience and is an
intensive engineering process. In order to shorten the
development time and to launch the functionallyreliable machine on the market as quickly as possible,
innovative software tools for simulation are offered as
an engineering service, such as MapleSim and MATLAB/
Simulink.
At SPS IPC Drives 2017, Baumüller used the example of
an automation solution for servo presses to demonstrate how modeling and simulation are used to design
and simulate optimal drive and automation components for different machines. This is possible by creating a digital twin, which represents the expected machine behavior already during the development stage,
even though the machine does not (yet) really exist. In
addition to reducing the development time, this also
significantly reduces the effort required for commissioning. Software functionalities and controller algorithms can already be tested at an early stage on the
virtual machine. Structural and systematic errors are
thus detected and corrected at an early stage.

Baumüller also supports mechanical engineers in the
model-based design of the electric drive train. The data
from these models is provided to the manufacturer in
the project planning phase for the new machine. The
models obtained through the simulation help the machine manufacturer during the design phase of a new
machine. The modeling and simulation lead to a faster
time-to-market as well as a higher level of efficiency
and quality. Baumüller also offers engineering services
for simulations and, when necessary, realizes the entire
machine design for its customers, e.g. for presses, based
on the model data of the planned machine.

▲
3D simulation of the mechanical model of a servo press and the
associated simulation results

SIMULATED APPLICATION OPTIMIZATION
Once the machine is complete, the model can also be
used to optimize the production process. In this way,
experts can simulate the interplay of different machine components and identify potential improvements.
In addition to significantly shortened development
times, the customer also benefits from a faster and
easier commissioning.
All in all, the modeling and simulation allows the
mechanical engineer to achieve a more efficient and
higher quality development process as well as the
efficient optimization of the machines and systems.
▲
The servo press was already simulated in advance and thus was
optimally designed to the requirements of the mechanical engineer.
The movement profile of the real servo press (shown on the left as a
trade fair presenter) is almost identical to its digital twin, the simulated
version (right)
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IDEAS, INNOVATIONS
AND SOLUTIONS
Baumüller presents itself at SPS IPC Drives
70,264 visitors – SPS IPC Drives 2017 drew to a close with this record number. ”While not that many were at the Baumüller stand, we can still absolutely draw a positive conclusion – it was worth it once again,” says
managing director Andreas Baumüller. The international public was able
to find out more about all the latest developments from the fields of automation, drive technology and service at two Baumüller stands from
November 28-30. The home game at the Nuremberg trade fair grounds
ended the successful trade fair year of the Baumüller Group with around
30 trade fairs and events worldwide.

INDUSTRY 4.0 IN FOCUS
The central trade fair topic of ”Enabling Industry 4.0” aroused great
interest among visitors. With BAUDIS IoT and Ubiquity, Baumüller
presented new solutions for the areas of system optimization and pre-

▲The Baumüller trade fair team
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▼ Managing director Andreas Baumüller presents the
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dictive maintenance as well as secure remote maintenance. The experts
from the application also showed how a digital twin shortens the timeto-market of machines live by using system simulations. Baumüller thus
presented mechanical engineers as system suppliers on the one hand and
as service providers on the other with experience in the design of entire
machines.

DECENTRALIZED DRIVE
TECHNOLOGY
This year a separate area was dedicated to decentralized drive technology, which allows numerous
simplifications and a compact and
modular machine design. Visitors
were advised here by Baumüller
experts on the possible applications of motors with integrated
electronics in the areas of industrial and mobile drive technology.

new DSA-150

After work and intensive discussions, visitors and employees were
able to ring out the successful day
at a traditional cocktail evening at
the Baumüller booth.

◄ Baumüller worldwide: The international
sales team
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RAISE THE GLASSES
Our Slovenian subsidiary NÜRMONT d.o.o. has established itself as a strong partner when it comes to the
assembly and relocation of industrial equipment. The Austrian company Knorr-Bremse from Mödling
relies on the expertise of NÜRMONT during an internal factory relocation.
Let‘s raise the glasses - with this invitation, the segment manager Josef Bauer of Knorr-Bremse in Mödling, Austria thanked all companies involved that had
contributed to the relocation of 17 machines (largely
consisting of high-tech CNC systems from the manufacturer Deckel Maho) inside the plant being successfully completed easily and 100% on time within four
and half weeks.

connections to the system were taken care of here
by the internal maintenance department of KnorrBremse.
The transport of the equipment by means of a flat bed
trailer and special transports, the necessary timely
road closures, the erection of a platform to get the
equipment out of the building, the crane scheduling
and the associated loading and unloading work was
carried out by our NÜRMONT staff as meticulously as
the actual disassembly and reassembly, including the
precise measurement of the equipment in the range of
0.02 mm/m.
Through the excellent cooperation of all those involved, the always high quality standard of NÜRMONT
as well as a high degree of flexibility and customer
orientation, it was possible to complete the project
completely satisfactorily and on time.

▲
17 machines – mostly high-tech CNC systems – were relocated
in the factory

Already months beforehand, the relocation was discussed by the managers of Knorr-Bremse, in particular
by Josef Bauer and the branch manager of NÜRMONT
d.o.o. Edwin Zavec, down to the smallest detail and
set in a binding schedule, which was edited by both
sides in an alternating fashion.
In addition to the economic factor, the decision was
made by Knorr-Bremse to commission NÜRMONT with
the main work due to the reference at Bosch Rexroth.
The manufacturer‘s services were reduced to what is
the most necessary. The installation of machine safeguards, the setting of anchor rods and the media
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▲
Road closures were set up for the machine transport

Solutions / Company

NÜRMONT is not only pleased about having another
customer, but is also pleased about receiving the
”top grade” in the customer satisfaction analysis by
Knorr-Bremse, Mödling.

► The NÜRMONT staff work fully committed on the reassembly
and measuring of the systems

FIT FOR FOREIGN ASSIGNMENT
Baumüller trainees receive Europass Mobility for their two-week internship abroad in Zagreb
As an internationally active company, Baumüller supports its trainees with the Europass Mobility and allows
them to carry out projects abroad. Based on their extraordinary business and school performance, a total of
four trainees from Baumüller Reparaturwerk GmbH &
Co. KG were able to participate in the Erasmus+ project
of the European Union. They completed a two-week
business internship at the Croatian company KONČAR
and went to the vocational school located in Zagreb.

EUROPASS CONFERMENT
The four young men told about their experiences in
Zagreb during the Europass conferment at the vocational training center in Nuremberg. It was clear that
this was not a vacation, but rather that the trainees
worked together hand-in-hand with the local employees during their internship. ”We learned a great deal
and were able to gain new experiences,” was the conclusion of the participants.

They received the Europass Mobility for their commitment abroad. This document is proof of their learning
stay in Zagreb. The prerequisites for the project were
language skills, a precise coordination of the learning
content and aims of the stay.

INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION
Experience abroad plays a major role at Baumüller. The
company is represented with over 40 branches worldwide. Since assignments abroad are part of day-to-day
business after the training phase, the Europass Mobility is a good preparation for the professional future:
”During the internship abroad, our trainees should learn to prove themselves in a foreign work culture and
be able to adapt well to new living situations and different working conditions. These skills are important
for us as an international company. That is why we
support the Erasmus+ project of the European Union,”
says managing director Andreas Baumüller.

► Beaming with joy, the ten trainees from the vocational
school 1 in Nuremberg received their Europasses. They included
four trainees from Baumüller Reparaturwerk GmbH & Co. KG
who completed a 14-day internship abroad in Zagreb I
Image: Alexandra Stolle
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ERASMUS+:
FOUR TRAINEES
HOSTED IN
ZAGREB

an vocational school had set up four practice-oriented
stations on the topics of solar, winding, programming
of roller blinds/lighting and switch installation. Under
expert guidance, all participants were able to successfully complete the tasks.
The trainees were also able to learn more culturally.
They visited the Museum of Illusions, explored the city,
dined with Croatian company employees in the evenings and dove into the world of the ”room escape”.

Baumüller trainees in the two-week promotional
program of the European Union
Four trainees from Baumüller Reparaturwerk GmbH &
Co. KG were able to participate in the Erasmus+ program of the European Union in 2016. Their exceptional
business and learning performances made it possible
for them to participate in the European cooperation
promotion. The vocational school chose a total of ten
people. The destination was Zagreb, the capital of Croatia. Full of anticipation, the trainees set out to complete
a two-week business internship at Croatian companies.
The companies were excited about the commitment
of the German trainees: ”Their performance was impressive. The students were motivated, committed,
grasped new tasks very quickly and carried them out
professionally.“

▲
The Erasmus+ participants saved the world from a zombie invasion
four minutes and 14 seconds before the time expired. They had to
solve various tasks and questions during the ”room escape“ group
game in order to fend off the hostile takeover

EXCHANGE WITH PARTNER SCHOOL
On two days, the Erasmus+ participants visited the Croatian partner school Elektrotehnička škola. The Croati-

A labyrinth of tasks and questions awaited the four
young men during the group game ”room escape”.
Two of them were supposed to rescue the world from
a zombie invasion and managed to do so in time. The
two other trainees made it exciting and diffused the
atom bomb two milliseconds before detonation.
”The insight into the Croatian company KONČAR was
great as well as the friendly nature of the Croatians,”
agreed the trainees of Baumüller Reparaturwerk.

THERE AGAIN IN 2017

▲
The trainees of the Baumüller Reparaturwerk were in Zagreb for
two weeks thanks to the EU promotional program Erasmus+. They
had to master various electrotechnical tasks at the Croatian partner
school Elektrotehnička škola
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In the fall of 2017, the four trainees of Baumüller Reparaturwerk again took part in the exchange program
of the European Union. They were very excited to see
what awaited them in Zagreb and returned with many
positive impressions.

▲
Commissioning made easy: The new servo pump version from Baumüller relies on a wizard-guided commissioning and an adaptive pressure
control. In addition, functionalities were expanded and self-controlling Industry 4.0 processes were implemented I Image: Arpad Nagy-Bagoly
/ fotolia; Retouching: Baumüller

INDUSTRY 4.0 LOWERS
INITIAL COSTS
A high degree of efficiency, process performance, low heat generation and reduced noise development. These are just some of the advantages of a servo pump. Among other things, these are
opposed by the commissioning and the application-related adjustment, which are associated with
costs, time spent and expert knowledge. Baumüller has eliminated these challenges with its new
servo pump version. The new version relies on an automatic commissioning and self-regulating
functional adjustments.
They are used to manufacture body components or
produce high-tech plastics. Presses and injection molding machines are just two examples whose
production process requires a high force at certain
points. These forces are typically generated hydraulically. Pressing, closing and injection processes require much higher volume flows and therefore much
higher forces than, for example, a necessary holding
pressure. Hydraulic drives are less energy-efficient
due to these varying volume flows and the associated strongly fluctuating forces required. A servo pump
regulates the speed of a constant pump dynamically
and with high precision by means of a servo drive. It
impresses with its high degree of efficiency, low heat
generation and reduced noise development. The use
of a servo pump is now part of the standard equipment for mechanical engineers, in part also due to
the rising energy costs.

End customers are increasingly taking the overall operating costs into consideration and see that the higher
purchase price for a servo pump usually pays off within
a year due to the reduced energy consumption. But
there are also challenges: The commissioning requires
expert knowledge and adjusting the servo pump to the
individual application is tricky. It also frequently takes
a long time until the production process is running optimized and scrap-free.
Baumüller has now developed a new servo pump version in close cooperation with mechanical engineers
and pump manufacturers that eliminates these challenges.
The new version is now available for the servo inverter
series b maXX 3000, b maXX 4000, for the stackable b
maXX 5000 family and for b maXX 5500 mono units.
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BASIC COMMISSIONING MADE EASY
Setting up the servo pump for the respective application requires previous knowledge and takes time. In
reality, however, the applications are becoming more
challenging and the time provided for commissioning
is being reduced at the same time. The operating and
parameterization tool ProDrive from Baumüller will be
used in many applications for parameterization, commissioning, analysis and diagnostics (also for the servo
pump) and uses a graphical user guidance to simplify
the setup.
Operating software integrated in ProDrive also makes
it easier to commission the servo pump. This so-called
wizard quickly and easily guides the user through the
individual steps of the commissioning. Detailed servo pump expertise is therefore no longer required for
the basic commissioning. Access to a motor and converter database makes entering these parameters superfluous. A certain motor/converter combination only
needs to be selected. No entry can be forgotten due to
the step-by-step guidance through the program.

ware version of the servo pump to include various protective features.
For example, the pump utilization in heavily-stressed
holding pressure operation is monitored by default. If
the temperature model indicates a thermal overload,
the bypass valves automatically open to remove the
overheated oil. The servo pump is cooled until it has
reached the normal temperature once again. The leakage characteristic (curve) is another positive point of the
monitoring. The new version can also record this and
compare it with reference data. This makes diagnostics
easier and wear or even a necessary replacement of the
valves and gasket seals can be detected even faster.
The pressure transducer is another new protective function. The offset adjustment was set up as a self-controlling Industry 4.0 solution in order to ensure a high
process quality in production. If the pressure offset
changes, for example due to aging, a diagnosis can be
triggered by the control unit at zero system pressure.
The pressure value for the production process is then
corrected accordingly. This compensation occurs automatically until there is an indication of an upcoming
sensor replacement. In addition to an improvement of
the process and production quality, the offset correction also leads to a lower load of the machine components. Individual settings make it possible to still
manually adjust all parameters if necessary.
Another pump protection that detects and faulty states
in the hydraulic system and intervenes has also been
implemented with the new version. For example, the
servo pump automatically shuts down if it is affected
by damage to the hydraulic system.

▲
The wizard accesses a motor and converter database and quickly and
easily guides the user through the individual commissioning steps

The wizard can speed up the commissioning and eliminate possible errors, which can also save time and money.

MORE PROTECTION FOR A HIGH LEVEL OF
AVAILABILITY
Once the machine is finally ready for operation, it frequently has to meet ambitious production targets. So
that the wear of heavily-stressed parts of the servo
pump does not affect the quality of the end products
and so that the machine components are stressed less,
the Baumüller experts have expanded the new soft-
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SOFTWARE-BASED APPLICATION OPTIMIZATION
The adaptive pressure pilot control is one of the most
succinct software extensions of the new version and directly intervenes in the process. The intelligent control
algorithm adapts to different pressure increase speeds.
The new software thus allows for an overshoot-free
pressure rise in minimal time.
Since the corresponding parameters are automatically
adjusted during the production process, the adaptive control eliminates or significantly reduces pressure
overshoots. The required pressure value automatically
adjusts with a smooth transition and does so in milliseconds. A self-optimization run is also no longer
necessary due to the adaptive control.

Solutions

▲
Enhanced protective function: If the offset value shifts, the pressure value for the production process is automatically corrected until a necessary replacement of the pressure sensor is indicated as a service measure

If, as before, a data set changeover of the printing parameters is required for very different cylinder sizes,
this changeover can be omitted due to the adaptive
control. Furthermore, application-specific parameterization makes it possible to make the pressure regulation behavior smoother or harsher.

The master-slave change function is also now integrated in ongoing operation for complex multi-component applications. That means that the acceleration
ramps are automatically re-configured ”on the fly” in
the event of a replacement.

CONCLUSION
ENHANCED FUNCTIONALITY
Stopping the servo pump during production breaks
should be avoided if possible. This is due to a possible
lubrication film tear-away during restart between the
processors, which can be avoided with a pre-determined rpm in idle run.

The customer need to be able to set up the servo
pump quickly and with minimal errors was optimally
implemented by the operating software with the help
of a wizard. The group of employees in the company
that can carry out commissioning is therefore been
expanded.

With the new servo pump version, this pressure-free
circulation, the so-called ”idle mode,” is already implemented in the converter as an additional function
and does not have to be programmed by the machine
operator.

Intelligent software made commissioning simpler and
more efficient. This was done, for example, with adaptive pressure pilot control. A significant cost savings
is also achieved by installing additional protection and
optimization mechanisms in order to optimally utilize
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▲
Higher parts quality without intervention: Pressure overshoots
(upper image, marked in red) do not occur thanks to the
adaptive pressure pilot control. The required pressure value is
thus automatically achieved without overshoot (lower image)

the servo pump, mechanism and entire system as regards performance and wear.
All in all, the new version minimizes possible errors,
optimizes the commissioning and thus saves time and
money. This in turn improves the possible savings and
the ROI of the servo pump used considerably.
https://www.baumueller.de/en/products/technologysolutions/servo-pump
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"Our new servo pump
version quickly leads to
a fault-free and optimal
commissioning.
In addition, the new
functions protect the servo pump and help achieve a
gentle operation of the
mechanism.
All in all, it is a time and
money saving for the
machine operator."
Bernhard Krauß, Application Plastics and Printing
Baumüller Nürnberg GmbH

NEW SALES
COMPANY IN
JAPAN
Baumüller advances its Asian business with Daiki
Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd
Baumüller is expanding its presence in Asia: In addition to the subsidiary in India and its own production
location in China, Baumüller is already represented in
South Korea and Thailand with sales and service companies. The expansion in East Asia will now be advanced further with a new sales company in Japan.
The Japanese sales partner Daiki Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd.
is headquartered in Saitama, north of Tokyo, and
supports the sale of components and systems for drive and automation systems. Daiki works with a sales
network of over 500 sales agents distributed all across
Japan. In June, the partnership was contractually sealed, signaling the start of a successful cooperation.
”The new local contact partner and associated short
distances help us to better serve our Japanese customers. We are proud to work together with Daiki as a
partner,” says Joachim Weissenberger, sales director
international at Baumüller.

SALES PARTNER WITH MANY YEARS OF
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
Daiki Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd. was founded in 1941 in Saitama, in the greater Tokyo area, and since then has

▲
Baumüller is now getting reinforcements for the Japanese market
(from left to right): Andreas Baumüller, managing director & CEO
of Baumüller, Joachim Weissenberger, Sales Director International,
Masayuki Oishi, president & CEO Daiki Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd. and Shuji
Yamagata, Chairmen Saitama City Foundation for Business Creation

successfully established itself on the Japanese market
with the production, service and sale of technical devices. Baumüller components and systems supplement
Daiki‘s product portfolio and Japanese customers benefit from a close-knit sales network and local competent, technically well-versed contact partners. ”We
look forward to working together with Baumüller and
are proud to be part of a major international sales network,” says Masayuki Oishi, president & CEO of Daiki,
in conclusion.
http://www.daiki.co.jp/

► The new Baumüller sales partner is
headquartered in Saitama in the
greater Tokyo area
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VALUABLE ADVISORS
Baumüller honors long-term employees
A young person without a cell phone, computer or
Internet - just unthinkable. The Baumüller Group employees celebrating a company anniversary this year
don‘t find it unthinkable at all. They started their first
day of work at Baumüller 25, 40 and 45 years ago. People had to go about things very differently then, but it
still worked. That is why Andreas Baumüller, managing
director of the Baumüller Group, also values the advice
and valuable experience of his long-term employees.
”You are indispensable to our company as carriers of
knowledge with a different perspective of matters,”
he says proudly and offers his thanks for their loyalty
at the festive company anniversary celebration in early
November 2017 at the Nuremberg Grand Hotel.

Those celebrating company anniversaries came from
different companies and departments of the Baumüller
Group. So on this evening there were decades of experience from the fields of design, sales, development,
service and production sitting together in an elegant
ballroom.
With all of this knowledge as its basis, Baumüller is
at the forefront of current trends in automation today and is also keeping pace, even with the rapid developments in the field of digitization. The interplay of
fresh ideas and long-term experience produces new
developments and efficient solutions.

▲
These four men have been loyal to Baumüller for 45 years: Werner Sußner, head of large-scale equipment manufacturing, Bernhard Stein, fitter
for series and special motors, Horst Weidner, developer of sample types and Dieter Stache, foreman for PCB production (from left to right)
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WHAT 425
YEARS OF
KNOWLEDGE
LOOKS LIKE
Christian Wagner

Helmut Sept

Special parts prototypes, Kitzingen
40 years

Designer
25 years

Hans-Klaus Szekely-Schenker

Walter Dörr

Jens-Uwe Randt

Electric machine builder / Winder
25 years

Assembly employee
40 years

Fitter / Welder
25 years

Norbert Bopp

Johannes Eichfelder

Thomas Peetz

Internal sales
40 years

Software development engineer
25 years

Hardware developer
25 years
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THREE
QUESTIONS TO
Joshi Jitendra, Baumuller India Pvt. Ltd

?

Mr. Jitendra, Baumüller has already been represented in India initially in the form of a joint venture
since 1996 and then with its own subsidiary since
2009. What has happened since then?
Jitendra: Baumüller India was founded on February 05,
2009. The subsidiary has grown over the years and has
gained more and more customers, among others in the
industries of printing, plastics, food, packaging and
textiles. Today, the company employs over 40 employees and is represented in India at various important
industrial locations.

? What does the Indian customer demand of Baumüller? Why does the Indian customer choose our
products?
Jitendra: German products and technologies are highly
regarded in India. The subsidiary loyalty of customers‘
is very pronounced. A great deal of value is placed on
quality in India. A product must be both durable and
readily available in order to do well on the Indian
market. That is why Baumüller is a good company.

?

What milestones would Baumüller like to reach in
the coming years in India?
Jitendra: Baumuller India wants to become India‘s
most valued company in drive and automation technology. We strive to expand sales, application and service and would thus like to meet customer needs even
faster and more efficiently. Ultimately we also want
to expand our solution expertise to be able to even
better serve our customers in the future with complete
and system solutions. We have already developed a
great deal in this direction. One example of system solutions is a three-axis gantry robot, which was completely automated by Baumuller India. This is currently
also being presented at trade fairs.
Joshi Jitendra, managing director of Baumuller India ►
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